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Town of Middlebury  1 

Development Review Board (DRB) 2 

Town Office Large Conference Room 3 

Minutes of April 8, 2019 4 

Approved as amended 4/22/2019 5 
 6 

 Members Present: Kevin Newton, chair, Gary Baker, Rick Emilo, David Hamilton, Donald Keeler and 

Anne Taylor 

Members Absent:  John MacIntyre 

Staff Present:   Jennifer Murray, Dave Wetmore 

Others Present: Mary Cullinane, Stacy Rainey, John McLeod, Steve Kredell, Brent Rakowski, Sean 

Flynn, John Tenny, Ingrid Jackson, Nancy Malcolm, Amey Ryan, Rob Alberts Paula 

and Sam Guarnaccia, James Dumont, Eric Friend, Dan Dukeshire, Brian Hill, Sharon 

Palmer, Theresa McDonough, Don Keeler and Katherine Wheatley (videographer)   
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MEETING AGENDA 8 

I. An application (file #2019-24:081.000-CU) request by Community Barn Real Estate for final 9 
conditional use approval for the mixed commercial use of the historic Stone Mill Building located at 10 
3 Mill Street. The Stone Mill Building is located in the Central Business District (CBD) on parcel 11 
#024081.000. 12 

II. An application (file #2019-001-A) request by Ronald Holmes appealing the Zoning Administrators 13 
zoning opinion letter dated February 15, 2019. This appeal specifically addresses condition #4 of a 14 
DRB decision dated October 29, 1999, in re: MT Associates-Village Depot, 16 Court Street, parcel # 15 
025014.000.   16 

III. Call to Order 17 

Kevin Newton, DRB Chair, called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm, reviewed tonight’s agenda, and 18 
asked if there are any non-agenda items/public communications.  None expressed. 19 
 20 
Kevin noted that it is important that all sign in and take the oath if they are to be considered “interested 21 
persons”. 22 
 23 

IV.  Approval of Minutes-  24 

Motion by Donald Keeler- moved to approve the minutes of 3/11/2019 as presented. David 25 
Hamilton 2nds. No changes or discussion. Motion passed 6-yes, 0-no.   26 
 27 

V. DRB public hearings:  28 

1. Application (file #2019-24:081.000-CU) request by Community Barn Real Estate for final 29 
conditional use approval for the mixed commercial use of the historic Stone Mill Building 30 
located at 3 Mill Street. The Stone Mill Building is located in the Central Business District 31 
(CBD) on parcel #024081.000. 32 

Kevin Newton opened the hearing, read the warning and administered the Oath to those present who 33 
intend to submit testimony. Those taking oath were Mary Cullinane, Stacy Rainey, John McLeod, Steve 34 
Kredell, Brent Rakowski, Sean Flynn, John Tenny, Ingrid Jackson, Nancy Malcolm, Amey Ryan, Rob 35 
Alberts and Paula and Sam Guarnaccia. 36 

Kevin- asked about conflicts of interest and ex-parte communication.  None expressed 37 

Don Keeler- Acknowledged receipt of additional project material related to traffic and parking from 38 
Applicant. 39 

Mary Cullinane. – Mary is co-partners with Stacy Rainey in Community Barn Real Estate and 40 
Community Barn Ventures. Mary expressed their desire to contribute directly to the community in 41 
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which they live. Past 2 years they have operated Community Barn Ventures working with small local 42 
businesses. They recognize that small Towns are challenged by changing dynamics. Recently purchased 43 
Stone Mill for the purpose that is outlined in their application. Other community members have 44 
invested in the project. It will become a place where people can meet, gather, eat shop and stay. Bring 45 
the Mill back to community use.  46 

Stacey Rainey- Outline use by floor and proposed businesses. Stacey described that the ground floor 47 
will continue to be occupied by a restaurant. A public market will occupy the 2nd floor with 5 or 6 48 
vendor spaces, coffee shop and neighbor/gathering space. The vendors will bring goods and services 49 
not easily available in Middlebury currently. The 3rd floor will be shared co-worker office space and 3 50 
private office spaces that will be available for rent annually. The rest of the space will be available by a 51 
general membership and users can take whatever space is available at the time. They expect the open 52 
space would be used by telecommuters and home office workers which would help them network with 53 
others. The 4th floor and mezzanine will become 5 short term rental/lodging units. Each unit will have a 54 
bedroom and bath with shared common area and kitchen. This could build a small micro-economy 55 
within the building. 56 

Mary- introduced team, John McLeod and Steve Kredell Architects, Sean Flynn and John Tenny of 57 
Silver Maple Construction and Brent Rakowski of Otter Creek Engineering, and Greg Sellers, structural 58 
engineer. 59 

John McLeod- Oriented DRB and others with the Lowell survey of the property. Lowest floor which 60 
will house the restaurant has at grade access on west side. Second floor vendor space has at grade 61 
access on the east and south sides. All floor levels will be ADA compliant. The ramp will need to be 62 
reworked and outside seating space on west side is new. Light at all entrances will be compliant with 63 
Town Zoning. John provided details of permanent canopy. New elevator and bathrooms will included. 64 
East side deck will be completely be rebuilt. Stair towers will continue to serve egress purposes. East 65 
side evergreen on Town property will remain, the evergreen on the west side will need to be removed to 66 
correct ADA access issues.  67 

Stone Mill structure will not change. John anticipates that renovations to the newer stair towers will 68 
help to celebrate the historic features of the Mill. The towers will serve the 2nd, 3rd and 4th floors and are 69 
not considered conditioned space. Translucent panels and strategically placed windows will be installed 70 
on the north tower overlooking the creek and falls. No structural changes are proposed to the north 71 
tower. Lighting will be kept to the bare minimum, enough to comply with life safety requirements. The 72 
west tower will be structurally altered to accomadate the west side ramp and to meet ADA compliance. 73 
Translucent panels will be installed on the west facing side only. The south and north sides will be clad 74 
with a weathered grey siding. 75 

Gary Baker- Where is the elevator? It is within the Stone Mill structure. It is designed to serve the 2nd, 76 
3rd and 4th floors and will not require any roof alterations. 77 

Dave Hamilton- What signage will be needed? Signage has yet to be determined but it will comply with 78 
Town regulations. 79 

Anne Taylor- Asked about the specifics of using the translucent panels. Will they be vertical or 80 
horizontal? They also seem prone to yellowing/staining, what can be done to avoid this? John expressed 81 
that the orientation of the panels has yet to be determined. The panels will be mounted both inside and 82 
outside using external fasteners which will allow them to be easily changed. The panels are a clear 83 
product that is UV protected, which should last many years before discoloring. The panels are life 84 
safety compliant. The windows in the towers will either be glass or Lexan.  85 

Brent Rakowski- Reviewed the site plan and changes to the utilities. The fire hydrant near the gallery 86 
will be moved toward the Stone Mill building. The water line to the Mill and the 2 houses beyond are 87 
currently served by a 2 inch water line. The water line will be upsized to 8 inch to the relocated fire 88 
hydrant and then downsized to 6 inch to serve the Mill, including the fire suppression system. Separate 89 
curb stops will be installed for the Mill and the 2 houses beyond. 90 
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Parking- Based the projected uses and the Towns parking guidelines the applicants have determined 91 
that they will require 38 parking spaces. Eighteen parking spaces, including 1 handicapped space, are 92 
associated with the easement on parcel “B” that benefits the Stone Mill building. Twenty spaces will 93 
need to be purchased via the impact parking fee. 94 

Traffic- Brent shared that the proposed uses for the mill could result in an average of 20 vehicle 95 
trips/hour, or 38 peak trips/hour. This estimate is based on the ITE traffic manual which Brent feels 96 
overestimates traffic flows for non-urban areas.  97 

Kevin Newton- Describe what is meant by short term residential? Similar to a hotel or an Air B&B.       98 

Don Keeler- Will the public still have access to the Creek? Yes, no change. John Tenny noted that there 99 
is Creek side access near the pump station. 100 

Anne Taylor- Cost to the Town for infrastructure improvements? Costs will be shared between the 101 
Town and applicants. Will the parking along the Creek be reserved for Mill guests only? No the parking 102 
along the Creek is 3-hour public parking. Long term parking for residential lodging units? Will need to 103 
be determined. The Municipal parking lot in the Mill allows for overnight parking. 104 

Jennifer Murray- Will the number of trip counts cited add to the congestion on Main and Weybridge 105 
Street? Brent expressed that the trip counts are conservative and will not cause problems. John Tenny 106 
shared that the Cross Street Bridge greatly reduces Main Street traffic. 107 

Anne T. – Was there residential use of the 4th floor previously?  Yes, there was a 2-bedroom unit.  108 

David H.- Expressed concern regarding tower lighting and the beacon effect. John noted that they hope 109 
to illuminate with the least amount of light. Life safety requires 1-ft candle of light at the tread. The 110 
applicants are looking into this, they don’t want a beacon effect either. 111 

Sam and Paula Guarnaccia- Kevin administered the oath to them before they spoke. Paula shared that 112 
she and her husband live on Mill Street and are concerned about the conflicts between vehicles and 113 
pedestrians. She wished that the posted speed limit could be reduced to 10 MPH but knows that is not 114 
possible. Is there a way to reduce conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians? 115 

Sam expressed that this area has the potential to be a very attractive and beautiful park like area but the 116 
dumpster is very unsightly and asks the applicant to find an alternative to the past trash problems. Are 117 
there any plans for how the dumpster will be screened? John M. expressed that the applicants had 118 
figured to keep it where it has been for many years, located near the pump station.  An enclosure would 119 
make it more attractive.       120 

Jennifer M.- Sounds from the testimony like it is hard to know much traffic this project will ultimately 121 
generate, and suggests that the DRB consider a condition to revisit the traffic and parking in 2-3 years, 122 
especially in light of the master planning project in 2019-2020, which may result in recommendations 123 
for improvement. There is a precedent for this with the Farmers Market. Don expressed that he is never 124 
seen the Mill Street parking lot full. 125 

Amey Ryan- Expressed that a project like this is diverse and beneficial to the Middlebury community. 126 
She hopes the parking lot is filled every day. 127 

Rick- Asked Nancy about her experiences with parking associated with her former clothing business in 128 
the Mill. Always plenty of parking was available. There was also another retail space above as well as 129 
the residential unit on 4th floor.  130 

David H. – How does an Air B&B work? What is the operation? Application on phone will give them 131 
access to the units.  132 

David H. Motion- Moved to end the public hearing at 8:00 PM and deliberate after the next hearing. 133 
Anne Taylor 2nds. Motion approved 6-yes, o-no.  134 

2. Application (file #2019-001-A) request by Ronald Holmes appealing the Zoning 135 
Administrators zoning opinion letter dated February 15, 2019. This appeal specifically 136 
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addresses condition #4 of a DRB decision dated October 29, 1999, in re: MT Associates-137 
Village Depot, 16 Court Street, parcel # 025014.000.              138 

Kevin Newton opened the hearing, read the warning and administered the Oath to those present who 139 
intend to submit testimony. Those taking oath were Dan Dukeshire, Brian Hill, Sharon Palmer, Theresa 140 
McDonough, and Eric Friend. 141 

Kevin asked about conflicts of interest and ex-parte communication.  Don Keeler recused himself and 142 
sat with the audience.  143 

Kevin stated for the record that this is an appeal of the ZA’s action and reviewed and outlined the 144 
hearing procedure. It was noted that the Appellant Ronald Holmes is not attending tonight due to a 145 
conflict. His attorney James Dumont will act on his behalf. Assistant ZA Dave Wetmore, noted that the 146 
Town had not received his entry of appearance.  147 

Jennifer Murray- Outlined the recent history of Mr. Holmes’ complaints in January and February 2019. 148 
Specifically, Mr. Holmes complains that MT Associates is pushing snow onto his property and that 149 
practice has resulted in $60 in lawn repair expenses to him. Mr. Holmes feels that the piling of snow on 150 
his property is a violation of condition #4 of MT Associates 1999 approval. As ZA, Ms. Murray 151 
investigated Mr. Holmes complaints, conducted a site visit and took pictures to document existing 152 
conditions, communicated with General Manager Dan Dukeshire and reviewed the MT Associates file 153 
record, which includes a site plan, survey, decision dated 10/25/1999 and maintenance plan. Afterward, 154 
she had to determine if MT Associates was in violation of condition #4. She read for the record 155 
Condition #4 and the maintenance plan provisions regarding snow removal and landscaping. Ms. 156 
Murray referred to the MT Associates property survey, which depicts a deeded right-of-way across MT 157 
Associates property that benefits the Holmes property by providing sole access to his property.  Based 158 
on her site visit, Ms. Murray concluded that the snow stored on Mr. Holmes property is from MT 159 
Associates property and the easement that provides access to Mr. Holmes property and that $60 was not 160 
an unreasonable expense after a long winter. The MT Associates site plan does not show any snow 161 
storage areas.  In her zoning opinion letter dated February 15, 2019, Ms. Murray outlined the complaint, 162 
her findings and concluding opinion in which she stated that the storage of snow on Mr. Holmes 163 
property does not constitute an undue adverse effect and is not enforceable as a zoning violation. Ms. 164 
Murray stated that she feels this is better handled between neighbors. 165 

Jim Dumont- asked about the lines on the survey and if the reference to the existing 6” by 6” post was 166 
the corner of the property between Holmes and MT associates. Ms. Murray agreed that is the corner. 167 

Jim Dumont- Mr. Holmes does not dispute the facts. The property line speaks for itself, but the survey 168 
shows the entire area being plowed belongs to MT Associates and is not Mr. Holmes’ property.  169 

Murray - However, the right of way is Mr. Holmes driveway correct? Yes it is what Mr. Holmes uses 170 
but the driveway is actually on someone else’s property (MT Associates). 171 

Murray - Read from Mr. Holmes responses to her findings.    172 

Murray- Called Eric Friend as a witness, who provides plowing services to MT Associated, to testify on 173 
how he plows the property (plowing pattern). 174 

Eric Friend- has plowed MT Associates for 5 or 6 years. He is usually in there by 3:30 am. His plowing 175 
pattern pushes as much snow east to west into the northwest corner. Then does drive thru and some 176 
does end up on Holmes lawn. Eric has always removed snow from Mr. Holmes driveway as well. Not a 177 
lot of room on the Holmes property for his snow storage, especially with Holmes cars in way. Snow 178 
gets put on front lawn. 179 

Anne T.- Snow from drive thru and south of pumps gets pushed onto Holmes lawn? Yes, Heavy 180 
amounts of snow are moved to northwest corner or sometimes trucked away. 181 

Anne T- Does Jeff Delphia plow Holmes property? Eric has never seen Mr. Delphia plow. Can’t get a 182 
plow truck in back even with only one car there. Snow storage in back of Holmes is very limited. Eric 183 
has met with Mr. Holmes. He has never said anything to Eric about his concerns.   184 
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Rick E. - Are you in and out all day? Yes. Have you seen Jeff plow? Never personally seen him.  185 

Anne T. – Are MT Associates parking spaces impacted by snow storage? Yes, snow pile often occupies 186 
up to 3 spaces in the northwest corner. Have you received any complaints from Mr. Holmes? No never 187 
although he did hear that Holmes was upset last year and stopped and spoke to him about it, trying to be 188 
neighbors.  Any change to snow plowing patterns? No. There is only so much that can be done there.  189 

Murray- Have you ever receive compensation from Mr. Holmes for plowing?  No. How much would 190 
you charge for a driveway like Mr. Holmes? Maybe $20-$25. How many times do you plow the 191 
Holmes property in a year? Every time I plow MT Associates property.     192 

Jim Dumont- Reviewed photos with Eric Friend, where does the snow come from?  193 

#1- From south end of pumps. #2- From ROW and pumps, #3- Same thing. #4- Driveway thru looking 194 
west. #5. Northwest of corner. Plowing onto lawyer behind? Yes but he is a Client of Mr. Friend as 195 
well.  196 

Murray- Called Dan Dukeshire as a witness.  Noted that she has been in contact with Dan Dukeshire 197 
and asked Dan to explain his point his view on snow plowing.  198 

Dan Dukeshire- First time he heard of the issue was from a call from Ms. Murray in January this year. 199 
Never had any conversation with Mr. Holmes about snow plowing problems. Plowing this common 200 
area has been done this way for many years, since before Dan starting working for the company. 201 

Anne T.- Do you plow Mr. Holmes for your mutual benefit? Yes. Can cars get around if they don’t go 202 
through drive thru? If cars are in the drive thru queue, that would be very difficult. Why do you plow 203 
the easement? No idea, always been done that way. Any discussions w/ Mr. Holmes? No. 204 

Murray- agreed with Mr. Dukeshire that this is the first time she had ever received a complaint from 205 
Mr. Holmes. ZA Murray asked the Board to uphold her decision because storage of snow on Mr. 206 
Holmes’ lawn does not constitute “undue adverse impact” and benefits both properties. It is important 207 
that the ZA not get involved in arbitrating a dispute between landowners. In her conversations w/Mr. 208 
Dukeshire she always felt that he was willing to work to solve issues and feels that Mr. Holmes and Mr. 209 
Dukeshire should be able to work this problem out as well.  210 

Theresa McDonough- asked to be heard. Mr. Dumont stated he will call her as a witness. 211 

Jim Dumont- Mr. Dukeshire, did you hear Mr. Friend say that he plows snow onto the Holmes 212 
property? Yes. Is it customary for you to do this at your other locations? Not without permission. This 213 
is the first time the issue has been raised. Mr. Dumont asked Dan to look at picture #1- is the snow pile 214 
in front taller than the mini van? Yes 215 

Kevin Newton- Asked Jen if she was done with her testimony? Yes 216 

Jim Dumont called Sharon Palmer to testify- Sharon rents the downstairs front apartment from Mr. 217 
Holmes. Mr. Palmer said there is not a lot of room to store snow. Snow is piled right in front of her 218 
window and restricts her view across the street. Mr. Dumont asked Sharon to comment on the photos. 219 
Photo #1- Where is your apartment? The 2 closest windows. How much of this winter was snow piled 220 
there? Sharon stated she is not there a lot because she house sits for others, but when she is, it is an 221 
eyesore.  Photo #3- is it accurate? Yes.  222 

Looking at the survey- How much of the snow pile is on Mr. Holmes property? The entire pile.  223 

Murray- How often has the pile been that high? Only the once, but the lawn looks terrible. Is there a 224 
place for a snow pile in back? No, especially with cars parked there.  225 

Anne T- How long have you lived there? Autumn 2017. 226 

Gary B. How often do you house sit for others? Varies, but mostly throughout the winter. Does eye sore 227 
bother you? Only when I’m there.  228 

Jim D.- How often are you there even if you are house sitting? A couple times a week, usually for 229 
clothes, reconnect with her space, etc. 230 
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Kevin N.- How is the snow removal completed on Holmes property? Never seen anyone else plow 231 
except for Eric. Sharon thought that Mr. Holmes may shovel the snow. She agreed with Eric that there 232 
is no place to put snow if cars are parked there. 233 

Jim Dumont called Ms. McDonough to testify.  234 

Murray asked that the testimony given by Ms. McDonough relate to the Holmes appeal. 235 

Theresa McDonough- owns the property on the north side of MT Associates, where Tech Med is 236 
located. Owned the property for 2 years. Zoning permit states that snow removal should not negatively 237 
affect adjacent properties. She has approached the store manager and gets no response to her concerns. 238 
She does not have access to Mr. Dukeshire or Mr. Friend. She has the same problem but it is more than 239 
an eyesore, the snow piles affects her tenants access to the property. Plowing needs to be managed 240 
differently. She says the Town feels this is a trivial issue, and that’s why they are not getting involved.  241 

Murray- Clarifies that these issues are not trivial but has advised Ms. McDonough to attempt to resolve 242 
these issues directly with the neighbor before involving zoning. Secondly, Jennifer wants the board to 243 
know Ms. McDonough’s issues is different that Mr. Holmes because Mr. Dukeshire proposed a remedy.  244 
Ms. Murray brokered the communication around that remedy.  Mr. Dukeshire has offered to fix fence 245 
and move snow and Jen had asked Ms. McDonough to let her know if the issues weren’t resolved.  246 

Theresa- Without a General Manager on site there is no way for her issues to be addressed. Don’t have 247 
the money to hire an attorney.    248 

 Gary B.- We all had a lot of snow this year and cleanup will be costly. 249 

Dave H.- Does McDonough have a shared access? No. 250 

Jim Dumont- Expressed regret that Mr. Holmes could not be here. The DRB’s role is to look at the 251 
evidence and determine if there is a violation of the condition of approval. Jim expressed that the 252 
pictures show that is the case. The snow is piled on Mr. Holmes lawn. He has thought about the 253 
question- what is the remedy for Mr. Holmes? There is no snow there now, so one might conclude no 254 
notice of violation is needed.  However, a notice of violation would establish that snow on the lawn is a 255 
violation allowing future infractions to be enforced with fines/consequences. That would give MT 256 
Associates the summer to plan how their snow removal would change.  257 

Murray- Yes there is snow piled there but Mr. Dumont would need to prove that is an “undue adverse 258 
impact”. 259 

Kevin- Asked Jim- do you have evidence that Mr. Holmes plows his driveway? No. Has Mr. Holmes 260 
approached MT Associates about his concerns? Jim can’t say and won’t testify.  261 

Anne T.- Asked if it be an issue for your client if the snow piled on his lawn was only from the 262 
easement area? Mr. Dumont stated that he wouldn’t be here if that was the case. The snow then would 263 
not be from Dunkin Donuts, MT Property.   264 

Kevin can all the snow from the easement be plowed to the rear of Holmes property? Mr. Dumont 265 
stated that the testimony was that there wasn’t room for the snow behind the Holmes property.  266 

Jim Dumont- suggested that the DRB continue the hearing to a future date and let appellant and MT 267 
Associates try to work things out. 268 

Motion by David Hamilton- Moved to continue the Holmes appeal to June 24th at 7:00 PM, 2nd by Gary 269 
Baker. Motion approved 6-yes and 0-no. 270 

VI. Other business- Next meeting- 4/22/2019, Rick will chair in Kevin’s absence.  271 

Dave Wetmore- Informed the DRB of a small map change to the PUD of Jack Brown’s (Daisy Lane) 272 
subdivision in East Middlebury. The change will have no effect on the PUD approval. Board agrees that 273 
Staff should administratively approve the minor modification to plat.  274 

VII.  Deliberative session- conducted to review the Stone Mill project.  275 
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Motion by Gary Baker- I move to enter deliberative session at 9:15 PM to act on the Stone Mill project 276 
application, 2nd by Don Keeler. Motion carries 6-yes, 0-no 277 

 278 

VIII. Adjournment    279 
Motion by Rick Emilo- moved the DRB to adjourn at 10:10 PM, 2nd by Dave Hamilton. Motion 280 
passed, 6-yes -0-no.  Meeting adjourned at 10:10 PM 281 

Minutes Submitted by Jennifer Murray and Dave Wetmore 282 


